Posturographic Analysis in the Elderly with and without sensorineural Hearing Loss
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Abstract

Introduction  Sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) is a serious public health problem. Some evidence suggests a significant relationship between SNHL and balance disorders. The inability to maintain balance associated with SNHL while standing further increases the risk of falls among older people.

Objective  To investigate the association between SNHL on the postural balance in elderly individuals of both genders.

Methods  The sample consisted of 247 (166 women) physically independent elderly individuals, (mean age = 68.4 ± 6.0). The instruments used were the anamnesis and the pure tone audiometry for hearing loss, and for balance a force platform based in measures of center of pressure area and of sway velocity in the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions.

Results  Presence of hearing loss (HL) was observed in 68% of the participants. We observed a significant association between SNHL and characteristics of balance between the groups with and without HL for center of pressure (COP) area (p = 0.010), anteroposterior velocity (p = 0.001) and mediolateral velocity (p = 0.020). There was a significant difference between the gender groups for center of pressure area (p = 0.004), anteroposterior velocity (p = 0.001) and mediolateral velocity (p = 0.001) with better performance in the female group. Amongst men, there was a difference between the ones with HL and those without it, for COP area (p = 0.049).

Conclusion  In the present study, elderly individuals with SNHL exhibited more instability on the postural balance, and elderly men presented worse results in the test.

Introduction

The population of the world is aging rapidly. Therefore, awareness of sensory impairments in elderly individuals is crucial. Sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) has a prominent impact on quality of life. Understanding the prevalence and impact of this impairment is important to help patients preserve and maintain a good quality of life.1

The prevalence of SNHL in the elderly is greater than in other age groups. In a Brazilian study with a total of 498 elderly subjects with a median age of 69 years were evaluated, sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) was more prevalent (66.26%) of
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most frequently with bilateral hearing loss of 91.56% and 26.50% with mild degree.²

The balance is guaranteed through the action of the postural control system, with integration of the three sensorimotor subsystems: vision, proprioception and vestibular. These sensory subsystems capture information from the external environment to be sent to the central nervous system (CNS), which processes, integrates, plans and generates a motor response of adequate postural adjustment through the action of the neuromuscular system. Biomechanically, balance requires the maintenance of the center of gravity (CG) within the base of support during static and dynamic situations of human movement.³

The anatomical proximity between the auditory and vestibular systems provides an interrelation. When the auditory system is compromised, there may be a pathological change in the vestibular system.⁴ Previous studies have demonstrated the contribution of the auditory system to postural balance, providing spatial orientation clues with great speed and accuracy.⁵,⁶ Hearing provides acoustic information about the environment, enabling the individual to notice and avoid environmental irregularities that could cause falls.⁷

Previous studies have found an association between the degrees of hearing loss (HL) and postural instabilities and balance changes in children with SNHL. These studies showed that the larger the degree of HL, the greater the postural instabilities and balance changes in children with SNHL.⁸–¹² In adults and in the elderly with and without HL, changes in postural balance were also found in these populations.⁶,¹³,¹⁴ The same is true for individuals with HL when fitted with a hearing aid or cochlear implant users with good hearing performance.¹⁷,¹⁸ However, these studies in the elderly did not compare this relationship between genders.

The balance involves the complex integration and coordination of multiple body systems, including the vestibular, the visual, the auditory, and the motor systems. Among elderly make poorer use of visual and vestibular information there is need greater help from the auditory system for maintaining postural balance.¹³,¹⁹,²⁰ Therefore, the reason for conducting the present research was to investigate the association between SNHL on postural balance in the elderly of both genders.

**Methods**

This was a cross-sectional study. The sample of the present research was selected by convenience from an interdisciplinary project called the ELLO Project (Study on Aging and Longevity) project, which was developed at the University North of Parana (UNOPAR), after approval by the Research Ethics Committee of that institution (Process number PP/0070/09).

Additional information is available at [http://www2.unopar.br/sites/eelo/](http://www2.unopar.br/sites/eelo/).

The sample was randomly stratified taking into account the five regions of the city. From a population of 43,610 seniors enrolled in 38 community health centers from the urban area of Londrina, the calculated sample was composed of 385 individuals. Taking into account probable losses in the population, the sample was increased, reaching 519 individuals, of which 15% were from the central region, 27% from the northern region, 23% from the southern region, 19% from the eastern region and 16% from the western region. A sampling error of 5% and a power of 0.80 were considered for the calculation.²¹

The inclusion criteria consisted of age > 60 years old, independent life and functional status ratings at levels 3 and 4, as proposed by Spirduso.²² The exclusion criteria consisted of those with tinnitus caused by acute problems (such as acute otitis media or stoppers cerumen), people with limitations to the carrying out of the audiometric testing (such as cognitive impairment or inconsistent responses, those who presented physical and sensory limitations, with impediment to perform balance tests, such as inability to understand and comply with simple verbal commands and/or inability to adopt the requested positions; those with severely impaired visual acuity and disabling activities of daily living; those who had orthopedic disorders, with limited movement or use of lower limb prostheses; those with central vestibular dysfunction, reported by the participant; report of alcohol intake 24 hours before the evaluation; and use of drugs acting on the CNS or on the vestibular system 48 hours before the evaluation.

Of the 519 elderly who were recruited, 21 did not attend audiometric assessments, 1 was excluded due to tinnitus caused by acute otitis media, 4 due to inconsistent responses in the audiometric test, 3 due to lower limb prosthesis use, 2 for reporting of alcohol intake, 114 for inability to remain in the requested position, and 127 missed the posturography assessments after the third appointment. Thus, 247 (166 women) physically independent elderly volunteers participated in the study.

The routine audiological anamnesis used at the Audiology Clinic of UNOPAR was applied in the present study. The anamnesis is based on the protocol for anamnesis by Miller,²³ which consists in otoscopy to examine the external acoustic meatus and the tympanic membrane and pure tone audiometry, considered the gold standard to evaluate the auditory threshold in adults, at the frequencies of 250–8,000 kHz with presentation of pure tones, initially using 30 dBHL at 1,000 Hz. The result was noted in a record form of pure tone audiometry used in the routine care of that sector, and subsequently entered into the database in the program WinAudio Software (Curitiba, Parana, Brazil) to be stored and printed for the patient.

The study included only the elderly with normal hearing and SNHL evidenced by threshold tone audiometry, regardless of the degree of loss. The classification used to determine HL was the degree, considering individuals without HL those whose tritone average was up to 25 dB, and with HL those with tritone average > 26 dB.²⁴ Afterwards, the participants were divided into subgroups: normal hearing (NH); normal hearing with high-frequency hearing loss (HFHL) including 6,000 Hz and 8,000 Hz; sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) and or mixed hearing loss (MHL). Few elderly patients had MHL (n < 20), as this type of HL also has a sensorineural component, so these data were allocated together with those who presented SNHL. No participant was identified with conductive HL and did not use a hearing aid or cochlear implant.

The balance assessment was performed in the Laboratory of Functional Assessment and Human Motor Performance...
(LAFUP). All of the participants were evaluated on a force platform BIOMEC400 (EMG System do Brasil Ltda., São José dos Campos, SP, Brazil). All the force signals recorded by the platform are filtered by a second-order bypass filter of 35 Hz (Butterworth filter) to eliminate the electrical noises. The platform is able to quantify the distribution of vertical force on four spots for analysis of postural balance. The platform signs of reaction, after filtered, are analyzed by the MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, United States) routines program by the system software itself, which extracts the main parameters of postural balance: the 95% confidence ellipse area of center of pressure (A-COP) and sway velocity of the center of pressure (COP) in both directions of movement (anteroposterior [AP]) and mediolateral [ML]. The ellipse area/surface quantifies 90 or 95% of the total area covered in the ML and AP directions using an ellipse to fit the data. It is considered to be an index of overall postural performance – the smaller the surface, the better the performance. Velocity is calculated by dividing the COP excursion by the trial time. One can consider the ML and AP components or the resultant velocity. It reflects the efficiency of the postural control system (the smaller the velocity, the better the postural control). The elderly participants were familiarized with the equipment and with the experimental protocol.

The balance test occurred in a suitable environment, with individuals instructed to remain in a one-leg stance condition (lower limb preferred) on the force platform, with bare feet, arms loose and relaxed beside the body and the head positioned horizontally relatively to the ground. The test was performed using the experimental protocol, eyes open, requesting that individuals observe a target (black cross = 14.5 cm high × 14.5 cm wide × 4 cm thick) on the wall placed 2 meters away at eye level. Three trials of 30 seconds were performed, with 30 seconds rest between them. The average of the three measurements was used for analysis.

For the statistical analysis, IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 20 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) was used. The parametric distribution of the data was verified by the Shapiro-Wilk test, and since there was no assumption of normality, the Mann-Whitney test and the Kruskal-Wallis test were used. The left ears were selected because they had the highest number of SNHL. Significance was set at p < 0.05.

Estimates of effect size for nonparametric tests were also performed. The effect size for the Mann-Whitney test was calculated using the equation: $r = Z \sqrt{\frac{n}{N+n}}$, where “$r$” is the correlation coefficient, “$Z$” is the standardized value for the U-value and “$n$” is the number of observations. The interpretation of the calculated r-value coincides with the one for the Pearson correlation coefficient ($r$). For the Kruskal-Wallis H-test, the epsilon-squared estimate ($E_{\epsilon}^2$) was utilized of effect size can be calculated, using the equation: $E_{\epsilon}^2 = H/(n^2-1)/(n+1)$; where “$E_{\epsilon}^2$” is coefficient that assumes the value from 0 (indicating no relationship) to 1 (indicating a perfect relationship); “$H$” is the value obtained in the Kruskal-Wallis test and “$n$” is the total number of observations.

### Results

The descriptive data of the participants are shown in Table 1. A total of 247 subjects were included in the analyses. The included participants had a mean age of 68 ± 6 years old, with a larger number of women (67%). Of
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Table 3 Difference between center of pressure variables and types of hearing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NH</th>
<th>HFHL</th>
<th>SNHL/MHL</th>
<th>p-value (Kruskall-Wallis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-COP (cm²)</td>
<td>11.05 [7.51]&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>9.68 [7.71]</td>
<td>12.15 [13.69]</td>
<td>p = 0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEL-AP (cm/s)</td>
<td>3.44 [1.39]</td>
<td>3.10 [1.65]</td>
<td>3.78 [2.46]</td>
<td>p = 0.006&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEL-ML (cm/s)</td>
<td>3.58 [1.84]</td>
<td>3.73 [2.06]</td>
<td>4.02 [1.97]</td>
<td>p = 0.092</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: A-COP, center of pressure area; HFHL, normal hearing with high-frequency hearing loss; SNHL/MHL, sensorineural hearing loss/ mixed hearing loss; VEL-AP, velocity in anteroposterior direction; VEL-ML, velocity in mediolateral direction.

<sup>a</sup>(values in median and interquartile range).
<sup>b</sup>(effect size).

Table 4 Difference between balance variables and gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Female (n = 166)</th>
<th>Male (n = 80)</th>
<th>p-value (Mann-Whitney)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-COP (cm²)</td>
<td>10.71 [9.59]&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>14.50 [13.93]</td>
<td>p = 0.004&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEL-AP (cm/s)</td>
<td>3.27 [1.59]</td>
<td>4.54 [2.68]</td>
<td>p = 0.001&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEL-ML (cm/s)</td>
<td>3.70 [1.64]</td>
<td>4.56 [2.51]</td>
<td>p = 0.001&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: A-COP, center of pressure area; VEL-AP, velocity in anteroposterior direction; VEL-ML, velocity in mediolateral direction.

<sup>a</sup>(values in median and interquartile range).
<sup>b</sup>(effect size).

Table 5 Difference between balance variables, hearing loss and gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Female With HL (n = 103)</th>
<th>Without HL (n = 63)</th>
<th>p-value (Mann-Whitney)</th>
<th>Male With HL (n = 64)</th>
<th>Without HL (n = 16)</th>
<th>p-value (Mann-Whitney)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-COP (cm²)</td>
<td>11.17 [12.79]</td>
<td>9.95 [7.41]&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>15.1 [14.67]</td>
<td>10.6 [7.43]</td>
<td>0.049&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEL-AP (cm/s)</td>
<td>3.38 [1.64]</td>
<td>3.04 [1.43]</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>4.75 [2.51]</td>
<td>3.78 [2.20]</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEL-ML (cm/s)</td>
<td>3.91 [1.56]</td>
<td>3.60 [1.83]</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>4.53 [2.53]</td>
<td>4.57 [1.87]</td>
<td>0.536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: A-COP, center of pressure area; HL, hearing loss; VEL-AP, velocity in anteroposterior direction; VEL-ML, velocity in mediolateral direction.

<sup>a</sup>(values in median and interquartile range).
<sup>b</sup>(effect size).

<sup>b</sup>(statistically significant difference).

The total, 68% presented hearing loss; of these, 98 (59%) were aged between 65 and 74 years old.

There was a significant difference for COP variables between the groups with and without HL (see Table 2). There was a significant difference between the three subgroups only for the Velocity in anteroposterior direction (VEL-AP) (p = 0.006) in the SNHL/MHL group (see Table 3). The Kruskal-Wallis test was performed with pairs comparison and analyses post-hoc Dunn test demonstrated difference between SNHL/MHL group and HFHL group (p adjusted = 0.012).

Regarding gender, there was a significant difference between the groups in all COP variables (see Table 4), and the male group showed a mean rank higher than the female group (female = 116.40 and male = 144.15). In the adjusted analysis for gender demonstrated in Table 5, there was no significant difference for females with and without HL and the COP variables (p > 0.05). For the male group, there was a difference between the groups with and without HL for A-COP (p = 0.049) for the HL group by mean rank of the Mann-Whitney test (normal = 30.25; hearing loss = 43.06). There was no difference for the other variables VEL-AP (p = 0.061) and Velocity in mediolateral direction (VEL-ML) (p = 0.536).

Analyses for the age range group were performed considering the groups with and without HL and the balance variables, but there was no significant difference (p > 0.05). Also, no differences were found for BMI and balance (date already published ref. 30). Effect size estimates were found between 0.1 and 0.3 for all analyzed variables, demonstrating a small effect size (shown in Table 2–5). The analysis of effect sizes was taken into account for analyzing and understanding of these results that measures the small strength of the relationship between these variables on a numeric scale.

Discussion

The main objective of the study was to investigate the association between SNHL on postural balance in the elderly of both genders. The findings have shown that the majority of the elderly (67.6%) presented HL, and the group with such loss presented a significant difference and inferior performance in posturography when compared with the group without loss in all variables of the COP. In addition, although the general sample consisted of a greater number of females,
the subgroup of males reported worse results in the test than females.

The process of human aging has morphological and physiological changes, increasing the risk of postural balance alterations and HL. The physiological decline of the human body generated by aging can occur in several ways, including bone density and muscle mass reduction, increased postural instability, impairment of visual and auditory capacity. Hearing loss known as presbycusis can occur beginning in the middle age. It is usually neurosensory and bilateral and refers to the result of a long period of damage to the auditory system, a variety of physiological degenerations, including damage caused by exposure to noise, ototoxic agents and other disorders caused by different medical treatments. Although some studies about presbycusis demonstrate that ~40% of individuals > 65 years old suffer from presbycusis or age-related HL, in our study we found a prevalence of 68% of elderly individuals with HL revealed by pure-tone audiometry. The high frequency of HL among the elderly in the present study corroborates those of another, which used the same methodology and concluded that the presence of SNHL was in 63.93% of the elderly participants. It is thought to be due to physiological aging processes, particularly as they affect the microvascular blood supply of the hair cells (sensory type), with resulting ischemia, hypoxia, and oxidative stress. These processes can also affect the ganglion cells (neural type) or the stria vascularis (metabolic type). These same factors can affect postural balance.

Our findings have demonstrated a significant difference between the groups with and without hearing loss in all COP variables. We have also found a difference in VEL-AP for the SNHL/MHL group in the adjusted analyses. These results are in line with other studies on the association between HL and balance. In a study aiming at understanding whether HL influences balance, in which 13 patients with moderate HL were assessed, differences were found in HL and increased posturographic measures, especially the sagittal sway, underlining a reduced postural control in people with hearing impairments. Hearing loss may be associated with an increased risk of falls.

The results of the present study indicate that SNHL is primarily associated with balance, since the groups with loss and without loss differed in all COP variables. A recent systematic review found a significant positive association between HL in older people and several objective measures of postural control, even after controlling for major covariates such as body mass index (BMI), physical activity, comorbidities, and smoking status. The COP velocity reflects the efficiency of the postural control system in characterizing the net neuromuscular activity necessary to maintain balance and has been considered as the most reliable measure among trials.

Regarding gender, an association related to balance has been found, with the subgroup of men presenting worse balance. In contrast with the present report, a study with a population of 29 individuals (of these, 92% with SNHL) has verified the effectiveness of an audio-biofeedback (ABF) system for improving balance in patients with bilateral vestibular loss (BVL). Participants with BVL had significantly larger postural sway than unaffected participants. Those with BVL, while using ABF, decreased the sway area by 23 ± 4.9% and trunk accelerations by 46 ± 9.9%, and increased the time spent within ± 1 degrees of the sway threshold by 195 ± 34.6%. Audio-biofeedback improved the stance stability of participants with BVL by increasing the amount of postural corrections. However, in the aforementioned study, there has also been a relation to the variable balance velocity ML, but women with SNHL presented worse results.

On the other hand, Dillon et al., who evaluated a nationwide representative sample of elderly Americans, have shown that elderly men are more likely than elderly women to have HL and loss of foot sensitivity, which may influence postural balance. This may justify the findings in our study concerning the male population. Our results are likely to be due to seemingly higher exposure to noise by men since it is more common in men than in women, regardless of occupational or leisure noise exposure.

Although there has been no difference among women, the present report is in agreement with the studies in the area that suggest greater care with hearing health in the female elderly population. Females are considered in the literature as the most longevous and most concerned with hearing impairment, as well as with their general health, in comparison with men.

It is known that hearing loss affects 1 in every 3 persons > 65 years old, and every other person > 75 years old, in the United States. However, in the present study, we have not found any difference in adjusted analyses for the age range between imbalance and SNHL in the elderly. This was observed both in those with HL and in those without HL. The age group was categorized in the present study because another paper from our research group with the same population showed a significant difference between HL and the age groups. However, the data did not demonstrate the same association with postural balance. Possibly, the process of sensory reweighting has actuated by reallocating the essential sensory information for the less affected body system. The postural control system receives the available sensory information and selects the most relevant or precise sensory information within a given context, providing different weights to this information during the maintenance of upright posture. In addition, the participants were physically independent, which may have contributed to not finding significant differences between the age ranges.

Research provides a possible explanation to elucidate the contribution of hearing to the postural control system. The differential explanation considers that when the head moves, the acoustic signals in both ears may be altered. The CNS notices that movement in one direction is increasing and sends a message to the body to adjust in the opposite direction. Thus, in an attempt to reduce the change in the acoustic signal, the participant reduces head and body movements. This would be a possible explanation for the findings of the present study with the elderly with normal hearing presenting lower A-COP, VEL-AP and VEL-ML values.
Postural control disorders continue to be an important contributing factor to morbidity and mortality among the elderly, so it is very important to check the causes and factors associated with imbalance. In the present study, the group with HL presented worse performance in the test in all COP variables. From these findings, we verified that HL changes the postural balance. Probably, the findings of this research are related to the aging of the auditory system and changes in balance due to age. Probably, the use of hearing aids may help balance due to correction of feedback because the use of additional sensory information generated by the hearing aid can promote improvement of functional hearing and balance performance in the elderly population, but further studies with users of hearing aids are necessary.

Limitations of the Study

Our study had some limitations that should be considered. First: a potential limitation of our study stems from its patients not having been separated regarding the degree of HL. Because of these limitations, either future researches should be performed, by case-control or population-based studies, to complement and confirm association rates of HL and balance among the elderly. Second: the assessment of postural balance was performed in a single posture of the footrest, with eyes open. In other sensory conditions, it is possible to find different results; Third: In this part of the study, the vestibular function was not evaluated. Thus, further researches are necessary in order to investigate the mechanism of this association using longitudinal data with a prospective design.

Future Perspectives

These results suggest further exploration to determine the association between sensorineural hearing loss and postural balance in elderly. Such studies could verify whether early interventions for prevention and minimization of the effects of HL would help reducing imbalance in patients at increased risk, thus influencing the extent to which imbalance is experienced as troubling and, therefore, problems that refer to quality of life in association with it. As inner ear damage is generally irreversible, early diagnosis allowing prompt treatment is important.

A thorough history and examination will often provide a clear direction as to the diagnosis. A correct diagnosis allows treatment for many of the peripheral and central vestibular disorders. Audiovestibular rehabilitation should be initiated early in the disease process to prevent chronic symptoms. It is therefore necessary to implement programs for the prevention and monitoring of balance in the population of elderly people with HL. It is also necessary to schedule proper balance interventions among the elderly with HL to avoid falls that could increase the risk of morbidity and mortality. Further studies are suggested to elucidate if there is HL in relation to the stabilometric parameters of balance, due to the decreasing hearing ability in younger populations.

Conclusion

The present study has shown that elderly individuals with HL presented greater instabilities in the posturographic evaluation when compared with those without this sensorial deficit. Amongst men, there was a difference between the ones with HL and those without it, for the COP area. These results suggest further exploration to determine this association.
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